
HUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY 
University Senate Written Reports, April 30, 2019 
Standing Committees, Statewide Senators and Ex-officio Members 

Academic Policies Committee: 

Submitted by Kerri Malloy, APC Chair 

Committee Membership:  
Michael Goodman, Kayla Begay, Ramesh Adhikari, Heather Madar, Michael Le, Kathy Thornhill, Cheryl 
Johnson, Clint Rebik, Paola Valdovinos, Kerri Malloy 

April 23 
Continued discussion on the Field Trip Policy and Field Tribe Guidelines and Procedures. The Committee 
determine that due the complexities involved with risk management that forwarding the drafts to 
appropriate units on campus for review and recommendations was the prudent course of action. 
Anticipate bringing this policy forward in AY 2019/20. 

April 8 
Reviewed changes to the Field Trip policy to bring into compliance with Executive Order 1062 (effective 
August 23, 2011) submitted by the Office of the Vice Provost. 
Met with the Faculty Affairs Committee to review the draft Advising Policy. 
Academic Honesty Policy is undergoing further review to ensure that meets the requirements set out in 
the March 29, 2019 revisions to EO 1098. The revisions to EO 1098 may require a series of policies to be 
revised. At this time still determining which policies will need to be revised. 

March 26 
Reviewed requested edits and changes to the Academic Honesty and Integrity Policy by legal counsel. 
Aligning the grievance procedure to EO 1098. 
Initial discussion on the Classroom Disruptive Behavior Policy and requested revisions from the Office of 
Student Rights and Responsibilities. 
APC received comments from Associated Students on the draft Advising policy (below) and forwarded 
those on to Faculty Affairs. 

• Specify somewhere in the policy how an Advisor gets picked—A question was brought up; do
these professors sign up to be advisors too?

• Non full-track Professors- Some Professors are too busy with other students and they disregard
their advising job at extent is this okay?

• All advisors to agree on the same basic general ed advising- some are not doing that right and
therefore causing students to take the wrong classes.



• Require advisors to have extra hours outside of their advising times/advising seasons so 
students that work and/or don’t have the chance have a *required opportunity to still get their 
needs met and not be rushed into it. 

• Some programs place advisors based on the concentration the student has chosen, making it 
easier to maneuver and have someone help them with their career. Some students feel more 
connected to other professors than their advisors and others have ended getting their resources 
from those professors. Is there any way we can encourage students to seek out for these 
professors and choose and advisor a student feels more connection/ support with? 

• How can we make these students feel more safe and comfortable with their advisor? Would 
placing them with who is best fit for them based on their career pathway create a more sense of 
comfort?  

--And would this also bring in a holistic advising to the table? Meaning an advisor that knows what is 
best for you or checks in with the student while at the same time setting boundaries. 
 
February 26 

• Draft of Advising Policy has been forwarded to Faculty Affairs. Comments from A.S. should come 
in the week of March 11. 

• The Policy on Changes in Major and Policy on Second Majors will be taken up on the University 
Senate’s March 11 meeting. 

• The Academic Honesty and Integrity Policy has been returned to the committee with comments 
from legal counsel. APC will review and revise as appropriate. 

February 11 
• APC reviewed recommendations on the draft advising policy from the Academic Career and 

Advising Center.  
o Draft will be forwarded to Faculty Affairs for review and consideration. 

• The Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities has requested updates to the Classroom 
Disruptive Behavior Policy. APC will continue work on this. 

January 29 
• APC will be forwarding revisions to the Policy on Changes in Major and Policy on Second Majors.  

o These revisions are requested by the Registrar’s Office as a result of the movement from 
paper major contracts to digital contracts within PeopleSoft. 

• The Dean of Students has requested an update to the Disruptive Classroom Behavior Policy. 
• APC met with Kathy Thornhill and Dan Saveliff to review the draft policy from the view point of 

professional advisors.  
o Kathy and Dan will be providing additional input and recommendation for the February 

11 APC meeting. 
 
Current Committee Priorities: 
Advising Policy (finalizing and sending to FAC) 
Classroom Disruptive Behavior Policy 
 



 
August 29 

• Review and discussion of policies that will be worked during the semester 
o Classroom Disruptive Behavior Policy 
o Advising Policy 

• Committee has forwarded the Academic Honesty and Integrity Policy to the University Senate. 
September 12 

• Update on the Academic Honesty and Integrity Policy prior to the second reading before the 
University Senate. 

• Started review the of the draft Advising Policy. 
o APC will work those portions the policy that do not address workload. Those areas have 

been referred to the Faculty Affairs Committee. 
o Discussion on HSU Catalog language regarding advising and its connection to the draft 

policy. 
o Review and discussion on advising goals to ensure that they are assessable. 
o Discussion on academic probation advising and notification of students and advisors. 
o Committee will continue work via a shared document. 

September 26 
• Continued work on the Advising Policy with a timeline to present to SenEx by the end of 

October. 
• Revised advising outcomes in the draft policy provided to the Committee. 

o Students with the assistance of their adviser will develop an educational plan based on a 
major program, considering the students’ abilities, interests, goals, and values. 

o Students will be supported students in achieving their academic, professional, and post-
baccalaureate goals using academic, extracurricular and relevant personal information. 

o Students will be able independently navigate campus and local resources.  
• Revised Academic Integrity and Honesty Policy will be forwarded to SenEx for its next meeting. 

October 10 
• Continued work on the draft advising policy. 
• Discussion on how relationships between students and faculty advisers develop. 
• Assignment of advisers to incoming freshmen and transfer students. 
• Responsibilities of advisers and students in the advising process. 

October 24 
• Meeting cancelled due a lack of a quorum. 

November 7 
• The committee is meeting virtually to review the draft of the advising policy that will be 

forwarded to SenEx. 
• Members of APC met with the Office of Student Rights and Responsibilities to gain an 

understanding of how policies are recommended by the Senate and approved the President are 
implemented.  

 



 

 
 

Appointments and Elections Committee: 
 
Submitted by Julie Alderson, AEC Chair 
 
Please see the Appointments and Elections section of the University Senate website for the results of 
the Spring 2019 General Faculty Elections, as of April 30, 2019. 
 

 

Faculty Affairs Committee: 

 

Submitted by Monty Mola, FAC Chair 
 

Members:  Renee Bird, Laura Hahn, Abeer Hasan, Cheryl Johnson, Monty Mola, Kirby Moss, Marissa 
O’Neill, Mark Wilson and George Wrenn 
 
Current Work: 

Advising Policy 
FAC is looking to combine elements of APC’s draft advising policy with that of an earlier draft of 
an advising policy created by Senator Virnoche.  In particular, including caps on the number of 
advisees a faculty member must have before additional wtu must be provided to that faculty 
member. Workload and assessment continue to be issues which must be addressed. 
 
Resolution on adding the Senate Chair to the President’s Cabinet 
FAC drafted a resolution to add the University Senate Chair to the President’s cabinet. This 
resolution was in response to recent decisions that have been made without consultation with 
faculty and to provide the Cabinet with some institutional memory.  The current membership of 
this decision making body has been on campus for a very short period of time (2016 or later) 
with the exception of the President (2014) and Vice President for Advancement (2012), who will 
both be retiring this summer. The Senate Executive committee ultimately decided not to bring 
this resolution before the Senate in order to give the new President the opportunity to create 
their own cabinet with their own vision of shared governance.   

 
 

Integrated Curriculum Committee: 
 

Submitted by Julie Alderson, ICC Chair 
 

The ICC is currently at working supporting the GEAR committee’s efforts to rewrite the GEAR PLOs.  
Drafted revisions will be shared with relevant programs and departments that teach in the various GE 
areas, for further refinement and comment.  These first pass revisions will be sent out in the next week 
or two.   

https://senate.humboldt.edu/elections


 
Conversations about Learning Communities and the eLearning policy continue – information on both will 
appear at the start of next AY.  Those policies and guidelines, along with the formal roll out of 
Curriculog, will be the focus of ICC work for the Fall. 
 

 
 
Academic Senate CSU (ASCSU): 
 
Submitted by Mary Ann Creadon and Noah Zerbe, ASCSU Representatives 
 

The Chancellor’s Office provided responses to the resolutions passed by ASCSU at its March plenary. 
Some notable responses: 

1) Our request for action on the infringement of faculty intellectual property, occasioned by the 
abuse of those rights by websites such as Course Hero that accept uploaded material that 
students trade for free or reduced cost use of the site, was supported in general by the CO, but 
the response offered no material support, such as contacting the websites themselves to remind 
them of their obligations to protect faculty intellectual property. The CO encouraged the ASCSU, 
campus faculty, CSSA and CSU students to work together to protect faculty intellectual property 
from misuse on these sites. 

2) Our ASCSU resolution supporting twin resolutions by Math and English Councils asking for 
exceptions and a delay in the implementation of the revised Early Start programs on campuses 
this summer was rejected by the CO. Their response suggests that the CO is not clear about how 
the work preparing for these courses is done, or what it means not to interfere with faculty 
purview over curriculum. 

 
Virtual committee meetings of the ASCSU took place on Friday, April 19. Mary Ann Creadon attended 
the Academic Affairs Committee meeting. Of note is that ASCSU Resolution 3351, in support of 
Increased Funding for the Electronic Core Collection, was passed by ASCSU in January, and the 
Chancellor’s Office responded favorably to the resolution, but vaguely (“As is the case with every annual 
budget, the Chancellor allocates funds to optimally serve the success of our students, staff, institutions, 
and all the communities that benefit from the CSU”). However, we were told that the CO was impressed 
by the campus resolutions, including that passed by the HSU University Senate, as well as the ASCSU 
resolution that supported increased funding for the ECC. We were told that the Chancellor will look to 
restore funding to the Collection, though not necessarily right away. 
 
The next committee and plenary meetings of ASCSU will take place May 15-17 in Long Beach. 

 

California Faculty Association: 

 

Submitted by Renee Byrd, CFA/HSU Chapter President 



CFA REPORT TO HSU UNIVERSITY SENATE 
APRIL 30, 2019 

 
Lecturer Faculty Voting Rights 
 
A number of questions have come up recently about lecturer faculty voting rights in 
departments and there is some inaccuracy floating about. So, if we could take this information 
back to our respective constituencies, that would help everyone. Recently, some administrators 
have claimed that the CBA requires changes to department bylaws, eliminating the voting rights 
of lecturers. This is NOT the case. CFA encourages robust participation from lecturer faculty and 
we have no problem with lecturer faculty voting rights.  
 
Every week, I hear a variety of claims about CFA and the CBA. 95% of the time these claims are 
not true. I would like to encourage folks to contact me or our faculty rights committee, 
loren.cannon@humboldt.edu with questions. 
 
 
Cultural Taxation 
 
CFA continues to champion work around the cultural taxation of faculty from marginalized 
groups in the CSU. We specifically negotiated the Assigned Time for Exceptional Service awards 
to help address this on campuses. Please encourage faculty of color and faculty from other 
marginalized groups to apply. See the attached data on faculty diversity in the CSU. 
 
 
Range Elevation Docs/ Attachments 
 
I have attached a fact sheet and a Q & A about range elevation which might assist our 
conversation about changes to Appendix K.  
 
More information about range elevation can be found at: 
 
https://www.calfac.org/post/range-elevation-resources 
 
https://www.calfac.org/post/range-elevation-additional-information 
 
 
May Day Participation 
 
CFA Members will be attending the May Day Events in Eureka tomorrow, Wednesday May 1st. 
Join them and wear red in solidarity. Further information is attached. 
 

mailto:loren.cannon@humboldt.edu
https://www.calfac.org/post/range-elevation-resources
https://www.calfac.org/post/range-elevation-additional-information


Continuing the conversation on cultural taxation
April 24, 2019

Cultural taxation is the burden placed on ethnic minority

faculty in carrying out their responsibility for service to the

university. Yet as, Cecil Canton, CFA Associate Vice

President, has noted, it is “not usually rewarded by the

institution on whose behalf the service was performed.”

CFA has been drawing attention to this phenomenon and

to continue this conversation, we presented new research

about cultural taxation at the statewide Assembly earlier

this month. 

We calculated student to faculty ratios (SFR) for students and faculty of the same race or ethnicity and visualized

them in the form of a data poster. The presentation begins with the big picture: breaking down the numbers of

represented faculty by classification and by how they identify according to race/ethnicity. 

An analysis of student to faculty ratios by race/ethnicity helps us understand the scale and scope of cultural

taxation. Overall, there are 16.6 students per faculty (by headcount) in the CSU. By contrast, there are 64.0 Latinx

students per Latinx faculty member. The poster and accompanying data tables show how the ratios vary from

campus to campus, and by race/ethnicity. 

Finally, we expand this conversation further with a closer look at the SFRs for students and tenure line faculty

only. Each of the data points illustrated in the poster is the median student to tenure line faculty ratio of all

campuses for each race/ethnicity (you can find the full table of all campuses and all the images in this poster

here). For example, across the 23 campuses, the median ratio of Latinx students to Latinx tenure line faculty is

200.3 to 1. This is in comparison to 14.3 white students per white tenure line faculty.

A note of caution: The relatively low SFRs in some cases may seem to tell a positive story; for Black students to

Continuing the conversation on cultural taxation - California Facul... https://www.calfac.org/headline/continuing-conversation-cultural-...
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Black faculty, the SFR is 14.8 to 1; for Native American students to Native American faculty, it is 5.4 to 1.  Both are
below the overall system ratios. In both cases, however, the low ratios reflect the small numbers (relative and
absolute) of both students and faculty in the CSU who identify as Black and Native American.

One way CFA has worked to address cultural taxation of faculty is through the negotiation of Article 20.37 of our

Collective Bargaining Agreement, which provides for “assigned time to faculty employees who are engaged in

exceptional levels of service that support the CSU’s priorities, but who are not otherwise receiving an adjustment

in workload to reflect their effort.”

CFA Bargaining Team Chair Kevin Wehr says, “In bargaining for this provision, we were particularly mindful of the

‘cultural taxation’ of faculty of color and LGBT faculty in serving students. Students of color, LGBT students, and

first-generation students often look to faculty who are like them for advising, assistance, and supervision, and the

administration has traditionally failed to recognize the importance and value of this work.”

You can read more about Assigned Time for Exceptional Levels of Service awards in this here.

Continuing the conversation on cultural taxation - California Facul... https://www.calfac.org/headline/continuing-conversation-cultural-...
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Range Elevation: What you need to know 
 
Updated 8-3-17 
 
In November 2016 the California Faculty Association and CSU management in reached 
agreement on improvements to Range Elevation for lecturer faculty and temporary 
librarians.  
 
Thousands of lecturer faculty and temporary librarians who have worked for years without 
the ability to range elevate will be able to apply to move from one salary range to the next, 
and receive a salary increase of at least 5%, without the requirement that they reach an 
often unattainable Service Salary Increase (SSI) maximum. For some lecturer faculty and 
temporary librarians who have remained well below the minimum of the next highest range 
for many years, the salary increase will be significantly more than 5%. 
 
The agreement is the culmination of months of effort by a working group that was created to 
develop a solution to Range Elevation problems that plagued temporary faculty during the 
recession years.  The working group, made up of members of the CFA Bargaining Team, 
was formed as part of the 2016 Salary Settlement with CSU management, which also 
included hard-fought raises for all faculty.  

 
The Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) has, for some time, required that lecturer 
faculty and temporary librarians max out of SSIs (in-range salary advancement, similar to 
steps) before they may apply for Range Elevation. Without regular SSIs, many of our 
members have been unable to reach the maximum of their ranges and have therefore been 
prevented from range elevating into new ranges with higher salaries. The negotiated 
changes to Range Elevation help to repair that problem and will result in much-needed 
salary increases that can help thousands of eligible lecturer faculty and temporary 
librarians. 
 
 
Question 1: What is Range Elevation? 
A: Range Elevation is the increase in salary by movement from one range to the next, 
Range A to B, B to C, or C to D. If granted, a Range Elevation brings a salary increase of at 
least 5%. See chart on page 3. 
 
According to the new agreement, for those eligible, Range Elevation shall be accompanied 
by a salary increase of at least 5%, or the percentage increase required to reach at least the 
minimum of the next range, if greater than 5%.  
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The Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) specifies the procedures that the campus must 
follow for Range Elevation, including eligibility, criteria, timelines, and appeal of denials. 

Question 2: Who is eligible to apply for for Range Elevation?  
A: Lecturer faculty and temporary librarians who are eligible under terms of the CBA—
salary at or above the SSI maximum and in their range for five (5) years—can still apply as 
before, with the newly added benefit that those who received Faculty Merit Increases (FMIs) 
long ago will now be eligible under both the new and the older system regardless of FMI 
receipt (FMIs will not be “backed out” of SSI max calculations).   
 
And for the thousands of lecturer faculty and temporary librarians who have been unable to 
reach the SSI max, there is finally some relief!   
 
Starting in Fall 2017, lecturer faculty and temporary librarians who have 6 years of service 
at a timebase of at least 0.8, or the equivalent of six years of service at a 0.8 timebase, will 
be eligible to apply over the course of a three-year roll out schedule.    
 
For example, a lecturer who taught at least 144 units on a semester campus or 216 units on 
a quarter campus over six (6) years, would be eligible to apply even if their salary is below 
the SSI max for their range. 
 
CSU administrators are required to notify faculty eligible to apply under either the CBA or 
the new MOU at least 30 days prior to the beginning of their campus range elevation 
process. 
 
Question 3: What is Full-time Adjusted Service (FTAS) and how do I calculate it?  
A: Full-time Adjusted Service (FTAS) for an academic year is defined as the average 
timebase over the academic year, divided by 0.8, up to a maximum of 1.0 for the year, 
within a single department.  For example, if a lecturer faculty or temporary librarian’s 
average timebase over an academic year was 0.4, then their FTAS for that year would be 
0.4/0.8 = 0.5.  If their average timebase was 0.8, then their FTAS for that academic year 
would be 0.8/0.8 = 1.0.  If their average timebase was 1.0 (i.e., full-time) then their FTAS for 
that year would be 1.0, the maximum allowed FTAS for a year (rather than 1.0/0.8 =1.25). 
   
CFA has created a Range Elevation Estimator that can help lecturer faculty and temporary 
librarians calculate their FTAS. The Range Elevation Estimator can be found online here: 
calfac.org/range-elevation-estimator. 
 
Question 4: What is the rollout schedule?  
A: In the three year rollout, those with twelve (12) or more years FTAS go first, as they have 
been stuck in range the longest.  Next, those with nine (9) or more years FTAS will be able 
to apply. And finally, those with six (6) or more years FTAS will be eligible to apply. This 
means that eligibility according to years FTAS is established in the Fall of 2017 and frozen 
to determine both eligibility and rollout. For those who are not in the population of eligible 
faculty at that time, the CBA procedure will continue to apply. CFA will take up this topic in 
successor bargaining and keep faculty aware of any changes or improvements as we 
bargain them. 
 

http://www.calfac.org/range-elevation-estimator
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Here is the schedule:
 In the 2017-2018 Academic Year, individuals with 12 or more years FTAS shall be

eligible to apply.
 In 2018-2019 Academic Year, individuals with 9 or more years FTAS shall be eligible

to apply.
 In 2019-2020 Academic Year, individuals with 6 or more years FTAS shall be eligible

to apply.

Question 5: What does the pay increase look like for those eligible?
A: For a better understanding of the salary ranges and their corresponding salaries, see the
chart below. As an example of what the pay increase would look like, suppose a lecturer
faculty or temporary librarian in Range A has a full-time base salary of $4200 per month and
is eligible under the new provisions.  Range Elevation would take them to the minimum of
Range B, $4757, a salary increase of 13.3%.  For a lecturer faculty or temporary librarian in
Range B with a full-time base salary of $5300, Range Elevation of 5% would take them
above the minimum of Range C ($5447) to $5565.
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Question 6: How do I do to apply for Range Elevation?
A: We encourage all eligible lecturer faculty and temporary librarians to apply for range
elevation, whether eligible under the new terms or the old terms. To learn how to apply,
refer to your campus Range Elevation policy. You can find Range Elevation policies listed
by campus here: http://www.calfac.org/post/campus-range-elevation-policies.

Question 7: What if I became eligible for the already existing range elevation process
under the terms of the contract after the SSI in 2017-18?
A: You would apply for range elevation outlined in the contract and campus policies as
normal.

Question 8: Where do I find the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) about the
Range Elevation amendments?
A: To read the Memorandum of Understanding: Amendments to the Range Elevation
Procedures 2016, click here.

Question 9: Who do I contact if I have questions?
A: Those with questions about years of service, timebase, and salary should contact
campus payroll offices. CFA Chapters can also be of assistance to those who are unable to
locate relevant policies and/or need help understanding what is expected for a successful
application.

Questions? Email bargainingideas@calfac.org with the subject heading “Range Elevation.”

http://www.calfac.org/post/campus-range-elevation-policies
http://www.calfac.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/csu_cfa_mou_amend__range_elev_proced_2016.pdf
http://www.calfac.org/campus-cfa-chapters
mailto:bargainingideas@calfac.org


range  elevation:  2018-19*
HOW it works

terms &
abbreviations

CBA

CFA and the CSU administration reached an
agreement in November 2016 that improves
Range Elevation for Lecturers and Librarians
on temporary appointments.  

Most significantly, the agreement, or
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), adds
a new way for faculty to become eligible to
apply for Range Elevation. In addition, it
requires the raise associated with the new
range to exceed 5% in some cases, and it
removes a requirement that can cause FMI**
raises  to prevent a faculty member from
becoming eligible for Range Elevation.  

The information below summarizes the
differences between the Range Elevation
procedures established in the collective
bargaining agreement (CBA) and in the MOU,
and provides additional information to help
faculty prepare for Range Elevation.

MOU
5+ Years in Range 

and 
FTE Base Salary > SSI Max

eligibility to apply

fmi's

how to apply

when to apply

raise amount

12+ Years of FTAS  
(Full-Time Adjusted Service)

in Fall 2017*

FMI's not "backed out" of
SSI Max calculations (NEW)

FMI's not "backed out" of
SSI Max calculations

Per campus policy, criteria,
and procedures

Per campus policy, criteria,
and procedures

Varies.  
See dates set by campus

Varies.  
See dates set by campus

At least 5%
5% or the minimum of the
next Range, whichever is

greater***

CBA

fmi

Collective Bargaining Areement

Faculty Merit Increase, a salary increase
program from 1998-2001

FTAS

fte

gsi

ssi

ssi  max

Full-Time Adjusted Service

Full-Time Equivalent

General Salary Increase, across-the-
board raise

Service  Salary Increase, see section
31.18 of CBA

Faculty are eligible for SSIs only if their
base salary falls below the SSI Max rate
for their Rank or Range

* Eligibility for all faculty was established as of Fall 2017. The agreement covers 2017-18 through
2019-20. In 18-19, faculty with 9+ years can apply and in 19-20, faculty with 6+ years can apply.
** Refers to the raises awarded as part of the FMI program, which was implemented with the 1998-
2001 CBA and ended in 2000-01.
*** Faculty who are eligible only be cause of the new MOU criteria may qualify for a raise that is
greater than 5%



calculatE   ftasssi  max,  by range
There is a SSI Maximum rate for every Range
and Rank. The SSI Max is adjusted each time
there is a General Salary Increase, by the same
percentage. The SSI Max rates were
increaesed by 3.5% , effecive 7/1/17.

example:
SALLY IS
ELIGIBLE

TO APPLY!
12 FTAS

Lect A / Asst Lib $4,757 $5,447

Range Monthly SSI Max Rate (FTE)
AY 12 Mo.

Lect C / Assoc Lib $7,528 $8,659

Lect B / Sr. Asst Lib $5,971 $6,859

Lect D / Librarian $8,259 $9,506

FTAS =
AVG. TIMEBASE OVER

ACADEMIC YEAR

0.8

1) FTAS can be up to a maximum of 1.0 per year
2) FTAS is cumulative. Add up the FTAS for each
year since last RE or since appointment to
current Range.
3) FTAS is calculated per appointment.

Sally is a Lecturer B. Her salary is $5,800
per month, so she is not eligible for Range
Elevation under the CBA. Since her last
range elevation, she has worked the
following amounts, witihin the same
department.
- 8 years at 0.4 Timebase
- 8 years at 0.8 Timebase

Her total FTAS is calculated as follows:

0.4 / 0.8 = 0.5 FTAS  * 8 Years =   4 FTAS 

0.8 / 0.8 = 1.0 FTAS  * 8 Years =   8 FTAS 

 Total Cumulative FTAS = 12 FTAS

Sally is eligible to apply under the MOU. If
her application is successful, she will move
to Lecturer Range C and will be entitled to a
raise of at least 5%. Her current salary plus
5% places her above the minimum salary for
Range C.

**If Sally's salary was $5,000 per month, then
her raise would be 9%, becuase the minimum
salary for Range C is $5,447 per month, 9%
more than her current salary.

further info at www.calfac.org/post/range-elevation-resources

TIP: Use CFA's online tool to estimate
your FTAS. www.calfac.org/range-
elevation-estimator



A Snapshot of Bargaining Unit 3, Fall 2018
CFA Research

Cultural taxation, first defined by Amado Padilla in 1994, is the burden placed
on ethnic minority faculty in carrying out their responsibility for service to the
university. As Sacramento State Professor Cecil Canton says in an article for
the California Faculty Magazine, “the obligation to show good citizenship
towards the institution by serving its needs for ethnic representation on
committees, or to demonstrate knowledge and commitment to a cultural group,
which, though it may bring accolades to the institution, is not usually rewarded
by the institution on whose behalf the service was performed.”

Race/Ethnicity of Faculty

Unit 3 Faculty Head Count, 
2017 and 2018

Continuing the Conversation on 
Cultural Taxation

Exploring Cultural Taxation for Tenure Line Faculty 
Through Emblematic Campuses:

Median Student to Tenure Line Faculty Ratio of all Campuses

• Systemwide, faculty identify
as:
• 14% Asian/Pacific Islander
• 5% Black
• 11% Latino/a/x
• 1% Native American
• 1% Two or more
• 7% Unknown
• 60% White

• Cal State Los Angeles has the
smallest percentage of faculty
who identify as white, at 40%,
while Maritime and San Luis
Obispo has the largest, at
almost 80%.

• Data for each campus is
available at calfac.org/faculty

• Overall, there are 16.6 faculty per student (by headcount) in the CSU.
• The ratio of Native American students to Native American faculty is the

lowest; this is due to small numbers in both groups.
• The ratio of Latino/a/x students to Latino/a/x faculty is the highest, at 64.0

students per faculty.

Student to Faculty Ratio by Race/Ethnicity, Fall 2018
(All Faculty)

Digging Deeper for Tenure Line Faculty
In the next set of data, shown to the right, we expand on this conversation with
a closer look at the data for tenure line faculty and students. Each of these data
points shown is the median student to tenure line faculty ratio of all campuses
for each race/ethnicity.

Find This Poster and Data for Each Campus at: calfac.org/faculty Sources: CSU PIMS Data, December 2018 and CSU Analytic Studies



 

 

 
 

Administrative Affairs: 
 

Submitted by Doug Dawes, VP for Administrative Affairs 
 
Accounting & Student Financial Services 

• Audits - Cash Management audit completed and all findings resolved and accepted, Information 
Security audit completed and all findings resolved and accepted, Health and Safety audit is 
underway. 

• All Year-End Audits and tax returns have been completed for 2017-18 for the Campus and 
Auxiliaries (SPF, ADV/REH, AS) and Ancillaries (KHSU and CC) and all are public with the 
exception of the Campus as it will be consolidated into the CSU financial statements that have 
not been released yet. 
 

Contracts, Procurement and Accounts Payable 
• The Chief Procurement Officers (CPOs) from all campuses have worked together to create a 

three year strategic plan which we’re calling 23C (for 23 Collaborative). Our mission is to be a 
trusted partner through collaboration to maximize value across the CSU system by optimizing 
the procurement of goods and contracted services. To create this plan, we identified over 300 
areas of opportunity, which we consolidated down to five different strategic directions: 

• Strategic Direction #1 – People: Develop, retain and recognize our team. Create an environment 
that attracts a talented workforce, supports and cultivates team members, and rewards their 
contributions. Provide opportunities for people to enhance well-being, personal growth and 
professional development. 

o Increase the number of procurement professionals across the CSU who possess a 
Professional Procurement Certification (i.e. CPSM, CPPB, CPPO) 

o Increase the number of procurement professionals across the CSU who have completed 
the five CSU procurement training modules within the last five years 

o Review and recommend training modules to keep pace with changing technology, 
regulatory requirements and best practices 

o Annual recognition of campuses and individuals 
o Establish a CSU CPO mentoring program  

• Strategic Direction #2 – Technology: Leverage existing technology to align key business 
processes and implement new technology to address innovation gaps. Eliminate the current 
technology gaps by leveraging existing technology partners. Create pathways to implement new 
technologies. 

o Analyze existing technology and develop a roadmap to implement technology upgrades, 
enhancements or new acquisitions 

o Expand Campus Marketplace and integrate with ERP system 



o Implement CalUsource 
o Implement travel and expense management (Concur) 
o Implement sourcing project pipeline and saving tracking tools 

• Strategic Direction #3 – Collaborate: Work as a system to ensure shared standards and 
maximum value for the CSU. Work collectively to focus on delivering the highest level of 
customer value. Adopt a CSU-wide commitment to innovation and excellence. Embrace 
continuous improvement as a path to achieving service excellence.  

o Establish an annual sourcing plan for Category Management across the CSU 
o Create centers of excellence to leverage collective knowledge 
o Establish consensus methodology for cost savings, setting cost savings, cost avoidance, 

or revenue generation targets for CSU system 
o Set CSU best practices and procurement standards 
o Communicate more effectively on procurements utilizing more focused collaboration 

tools 
• Strategic Direction #4 – Marketing: Market procurement as a strategic function and trusted 

partner. Engage individual campus and CSU leadership through consistent messaging to 
promote how procurement’s strategic value to the organization as a trusted partner ensuring 
the best value for the CSU.  

o Establish the CSU Chief Procurement Officers Association 23C Plan 
o Develop a marketing and communication roadmap for the Chief Procurement Officers 

Association and 23C Plan 
o Promote and market our value to campus clients and senior leaders 
o Promote and market the CSU to our peers and industry, such as National Association of 

Educational Procurement, University of California, California Community Colleges and 
suppliers 

• Strategic Direction #5 – Structure: Align the CSU and individual campus procurement structures 
to effectively impact campus objectives and align them with follow campuses. Deliver 
meaningful client partnerships that allow for procurement planning. Establish alignment with 
CSU Chief Procurement Officers Association on organizational structure.  

o Establish customer relation managers or client based models, when possible 
o Chief Procurement Officers Association, Financial Officers Association, and Chief 

Business Officers Association interaction 
o Chief Procurement Officers Association committee governance and goal assignments. 

 
Risk Management and Safety Services 

• The vacant Safety Coordinator position closed 4/26/19.  
• The Chancellor’s office is presently on campus conducting a Health and Safety audit.  All CSU 

campuses are receiving this audit in 2019. 
• The required annual building evacuation drills will be conducted by mid-May. 
• On April 4, 2019 we had an Emergency Operations Center drill that was very successful.  All pre-

identified objectives were met. 



University Center 
• Ron Rudebock, HSU Dining Services Director, was chosen as this year's HSU Staff Sustainability

Champion.  This third annual Sustainability Champion Awards honors individuals whose
practices have deepened a culture of sustainability on campus, have furthered the integration of
sustainability into academics or student life, and/or reduced HSU's environmental footprint.

• The J Point donation program is helping to address Basic Needs at HSU.  Using donations, grant
funds, and UC support this fund goes to fund emergency access to campus food service.  So far
this semester 183 students have received emergency food assistance with the dollar amount
disbursed nearing $10,000.

• CenterArts is nearing the end of a successful run of over 50 performances, 9 AS Presents shows,
and more than 40 events supported with event management and ticketing services.  This is
especially notable since the JVD Theater was closed due to the earthquake retrofit construction.

• Center Activities is again nearing 100,000 individual client visits for the fitness centers at the
Student Recreation Center.

• The HSU Bookstore has successfully implemented Follett Discover software.  This software is a
web based course materials tool that allows the user to search for materials, file adoptions, and
have access to historical order data.  The staff is continuing to complete adoptions for the Fall
semester.

• Preparations for end of the Academic Year continue.  Book buy back, greater numbers of
campus visitors, graduation regalia, and of course commencement!

• The University Center received a favorable student vote on an adjustment to the Student Union
Fee.  This adjustment will enable the UC to continue to support student success through its
services, programs, and campus support.

• The University Center website was rebuilt and launched early in Spring semester.

University Police Department 
• In an ongoing effort to promote trust, transparency, and community engagement, the University

Police Department continues to partner with the Arcata Police Department on dialogs and
events. In the past year, we have collaborated on National Night Out, a recent pizza event co-
sponsored with Housing, several other informal student/police collaborative discussions, as well
as a lunch event sponsored by the Office of the Dean of Students.  Topics discussed include
student safety, equity, race, and social justice.

• UPD Officer Louis Altic was recognized for heroism with the prestigious Medal of Valor at the
first annual CSU Systemwide Awards Ceremony, held at the Chancellor’s Office in Long Beach
earlier this year.

• So far in 2019, UPD staff has interceded in two separate incidents to save the lives of
despondent citizens. There is no doubt that those dedicated, selfless, life-saving actions stopped
acts of self-harm, and helped direct persons to needed resources.



• By May, UPD will have completed the replacement of its communication center dispatch 
consoles.  As with our vehicle fleet, we were able to extend the service life of our legacy 
consoles for many years past their anticipated service life, resulting in savings and efficiencies. 

• UPD has hosted several active-shooter training sessions across campus, providing this important 
and potentially life-saving training to several hundred staff and faculty members. 

• In its second year, the Chief’s Advisory Panel, born from the Equity Arcata initiative, continues to 
provide necessary and important opportunities for student/police interaction and 
dialogue.  Those conversations occur monthly, and inform some of the other dialogues 
mentioned here. 

• UPD has completed an update our officer body-worn camera program.  After extensive field-
testing of a number of different designs, UPD replaced all of its old (and worn out) body-worn 
cameras.  Each officer now has an individually issued camera, which is available to record all 
police/public interactions in high-resolution video and audio. 

 
Human Resources: 

• CSU Learn, the replacement for Skillsoft, is operational and available to all employees. CSU Learn 
offers a superior interface and better control for managers to delegate trainings and monitor 
progress. Over 100 different professional development certification trainings live on CSU Learn.  

• There are an additional 126 new student employee appointments due to increased funding from 
GI 2025. 

• Despite recent budgetary shortfalls, recruiting continues at a very high pace. HR is currently on 
pace for 140 active staff recruitments in 2019, up from roughly 90 recruitments in 2018.  

• Appointment letters are now digitized, making the onboarding process smoother and more 
efficient.  

• Work continues on different measures to create efficiencies and embrace the University's 
sustainability mission. One such project is the potential collaboration with Inverify, a third party 
agency that conducts employment and salary verification at no cost to the University or 
employees. Work is underway to utilize these services, but HR estimates that utilizing Inverify 
will cut the verification processing time in half.  
 

FACILIITES 
• The Theater Arts and Library Seismic Retrofit projects continue to make good progress. The first 

concrete pour of the project was completed on Wednesday April 24, and was the strengthening 
of the west pilasters at the Theatre Arts Building.  The arrival and set-up of the large crane has 
allowed the contractor to focus efforts inside the attic installing the new steel framing above the 
JVD.  During the first week of May, the project will mobilize a second smaller mobile crane on 
Laurel Avenue, for one day, to install the largest beam of the project on the south roof.  Due to 
the proximity of the beam, it is just out of reach of the large crane being able to complete this 
work safely.  Concrete and structural steel framing will continue through the next two months at 
the Theatre Arts Building.   Beginning the week of May 29th the contractor will begin excavation 
of the new footings at the Library, which concrete will follow shortly after.  Inside the Library 



basement progress continues on new HVAC, electrical, and plumbing.  The first week after 
commencement (May 20) the contractor will begin the demolition of the ADA parking stalls in 
the northeast corner of Library parking lot FS6.  Once demolition is completed there, new 
concrete installation will begin, and the contractor will then start demolition of the service and 
ADA stalls north of Gist Hall on Laurel so that both areas can be completed prior to the start of 
the Fall semester.   

• The Campus Events Field will begin demobilization beginning this summer. The temporary 
buildings housing those programs named above will remain while the rest are taken from the 
site. The remaining units will be taken after our moves are complete in January 2020. Final 
rehabilitation of the field area will be completed over Spring/Summer 2020.  

• Jenkins Hall Renovation is currently active and in the design stage. We have been working with 
project steering committee and have engaged the services of an architecture and engineering 
team. Our current schedule will have the building in construction starting in summer of 2020 
and completing by summer of 2021 for a fall 2021 opening.  

• The 2020/21 Capital Outlay program draft submission will be submitted to the Chancellor’s 
office on May 3rd 2019. The Capital Outlay program has undergone some major revisions as the 
CSU system is poised to take advantage of one time state funds and future bond sales. This 
includes a very robust, $50 million dollar deferred maintenance and renewal program, two 
major academic projects totaling over $110 million dollars, and Student Housing/Health 
Center/Dining Project projected at $120 million dollars. All of these projects are in alignment 
with our 2004 master plan and are even more relevant today given our current needs.  

• The two academic projects are in the planning stages and are contingent on the availability of 
future funding from the State and CSU. This process could take as long as 3-5 years until we are 
awarded funds and can begin construction. The projects are described are as follows:  

o A new 35,000 gsf, three story building located at the east end of the campus events field 
that will initially house science programs that will be temporarily relocated from Science 
A. Science A building will then be completely renovated to meet contemporary need. 
The new building at the campus events field will then be repurposed for academic 
programs.  

o A new 30,000 gsf, 2-3 story building located between Jenkins Hall and Science D along B 
Street that will house the ceramics and sculpture labs currently located at the North 
West corner of parking lot G11. These programs will be relocated and the former facility 
demolished and parking expansion of G11 to be constructed.  

• The Student Housing, Health Center, and Dining Project will be a 195,000 gsf, 600 bed, multi-
level facility located at the western edge of campus between the corner of Library Circle and LK 
Wood and the intersection of Sunset and LK Wood, and bordered to the East by the fire lane 
west of the existing Student Health center. The building will include 35,000 gsf of new student 
health center and about 19,000 gsf of dining space. This project is still in the early planning 
stages.  



• In addition to the completion of the Library Main elevator modernization in February, there are 
five more campus elevators slated for modernization: Gist Hall, Natural Resources, UC Quad and 
Founders are scheduled for this summer with Siemens planned for Winter Break. 

• Natural Resources ITS hub will be receiving a new dry-agent fire suppression system this 
summer. 

• In seven buildings Facilities has completed converting Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
controls from pneumatic ones to digital ones. This controls project is part of the campus wide 
sustainability and energy management program that will allow real time monitoring and 
adjustment of energy usage. More buildings are projected to be converted in coming years. 

• We have an ongoing submetering project that is targeting utility usage in 14 buildings across 
campus. This submetering will allow our sustainability staff to monitor natural gas, domestic 
water and electricity usage by building in real time.   

• The pool in Kinesiology/Athletics is receiving some energy upgrades this summer. We are 
replacing valves with ones that are more efficient and installing variable speed drive 
chlorine/chemical pump integrated with an energy management system.  

• The twelve units at the Juniper Building at Creekview are being remodeled this summer to 
improve egress. 

• Both Wildlife/Fisheries and Redwood Hall are getting new roofs this summer. 
• Design is moving forward on remodeling seven Campus Apartments this summer for ADA use 

and for a new Laundry complex along with better ADA ramp access. 
• Design is complete and work has begun on the complete replacement of the electrical 

substation in the University Center. 
• New Fire Alarm systems are being installed in Natural Resources, Forestry, Creekview (Fern and 

Willow), and Redwood Hall.  
• The Student Health Center is having two of its three rooftop Air Handling units replaced with 

new energy efficient units this summer.  
• Not accounting for the projects included with the 2020/21 Capital Outlay program, Facilities 

Management is currently managing an active project load totaling $65 million dollars spread 
over 50+ projects with the Seismic Project and Jenkins Hall Projects being the largest.  

 

Provost’s Office: 

 

Submitted by Alex Enyedi, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs  
 
1. Enrollment Management Update 
 
HSU has received 14,908 new student applications as of 04/29/19. This is 1,079 fewer applications (-
6.2%) compared to Fall 2018. 
 
First-time undergraduate applicants number 10,279 as of 04/29/19. This is 670 fewer first-time 
undergraduate applications (-6.3%) compared to the Fall 2018.   



 
Compared to Fall 2016, HSU has received 2,859 fewer applications (-16.1%) for Fall 2019 (as of 4/29/19). 
The final number of applicants in Fall 2016 was 18,460.  
 
Below is the student applicant summary table as of 04/29/19 (click here for more detail): 
 

 
 
 
2. Student Redirection to HSU 
 
As of 4/29/19, 144 undergraduate applicants offered redirection by the CSU for Fall 2019 have selected 
Humboldt State University. The Office of Admissions is currently processing these redirect applications. 
As of 4/29/19, 76 completed applications have been processed. Each prospective student has received 
“MyHumbolddt” account set up information and has been contacted by one of our admissions 
counselors.  According the Stephanie Lane (Interim Director of Admissions) the calls have been well 
received and students are grateful for the help - they are excited to have a specific counselor dedicated 
to helping them with all of their questions.   
 
3. Average Class Size at HSU (Spring 2019) versus Budget Changes 
 
A concern raised at the 4/18/19 Council of Chairs was the potential impact on class size and class 
availability due to HSU’s $9M budget reduction activities the past two years. Specifically, there was 
concern that class size had increased (particularly large enrollment over 75 students per class) and 
course availability had declined. 
 
To address this important concern, I asked the Office of Institutional Effectiveness (OIE) to examine class 
size changes and course availability over the past two academic years. The following report from OIE 
shows that: 
 

i. Over the past two years, the number of large classes enrolling 75 or more students has 
declined from 53 (Spring 2017) to 30 (Spring 2019); this represents a 56% reduction 

ii. In Spring 2019, CPS and CAHSS offered no classes with enrollment that exceeded 97 
students 

iii. In Spring 2019, 65.3% of all classes offered were capped at an enrollment of less than 29 
students 

iv. In Spring 2019, 89.1% of all classes offered were capped at an enrollment of less than 49 
students 

https://pine.humboldt.edu/%7Eanstud/humis/app-TFAAA.html


v. In Spring 2019, CPS, CAHSS and CNRS combined to offer 5.86 seats per student (Table 1); 
this is the highest number of seats per student over the past 7 years  

 
OIE Summary: 
 
The large drop in the number of enrolled students from Spring 2018 to Spring 2019, without a 
proportional decrease in the number of seats offered, has created greater than usual seats available per 
student (Table 1). All three colleges have enrolled a lower percentage of seats offered (Table 2) in spring 
2019.  An all-time high of spring average unit load indicates students have been able to obtain full 
schedules.  
 
There have also been reductions in the mean and median class enrollments, with significantly fewer 
large sections being enrolled.  The final table shows that in Spring 2019, we have our lowest percentage 
of lecture sections filled (43.6%) compared to the prior seven spring terms. Put another way; across 
HSU, lecture sections were 56.4% unfilled during Spring 2019. 
 
Spring 2019 section offerings and fill rates: 
 
From Spring 2018 to Spring 2019, there has been a reduction of 636 enrolled students. This is a 
reduction of 8.3%. Further, Spring 2018 was 284 students below Spring 2017, for a total drop of 11.6% 
between Spring 2017 and Spring 2019. The following data will examine section offerings, sizes and fill 
rates over that time period. 
https://pine.humboldt.edu/~anstud/humis/enr-ASHCR.html 
 
If we look at only undergrads, the loss from Spring 2017 to Spring 2019 is 12.8%, or 949 undergrad 
students.  This is the backdrop for a comparison of sections/seats offered and enrolled. 
https://pine.humboldt.edu/~anstud/humis/enr-USHCR.html 
 
To determine if students had difficulty in getting a full class load, we’ll look to the average unit load at 
census for undergrads. For Spring 2019, the average unit load is 14.44, higher than any recent spring 
terms. This suggests that section/seat offerings were sufficient for students. 
https://pine.humboldt.edu/~anstud/humis/enr-USUCR.html 
 
 
Comparing the category of GEAR course offerings from Spring 2018 to Spring 2019, there appear to be 
more sections and seats offered in 2019. There was also an increase of about 5.5% in GEAR seats 
enrolled from spring 2018 to spring 2019. 
 
The following analysis of sections and seats offered, use this set of criteria: 

• State supported census enrolled sections 
• Main components (not counting required lab/activity sub-sections) 
• Excluded graduate level classes (500/600 level) 
• Counting only one of a cross-listed group of sections 
• Excluded all supervision instruction modes 
• Excluded Independent study courses 

 

https://pine.humboldt.edu/%7Eanstud/humis/enr-ASHCR.html
https://pine.humboldt.edu/%7Eanstud/humis/enr-USHCR.html
https://pine.humboldt.edu/%7Eanstud/humis/enr-USUCR.html


This first table shows the relationship between total seats offered and students enrolled and the 
undergraduate level. Given the dramatic drop in student enrollment this year, we still have the highest 
number of seats available per student (5.86) compared to recent years. 
 
Table 1:   

Total Total 
    

 
Total Seats Seats Mean Median Tot Univ Seats per 

Term Sections Offered Enrl Enrl Enrl UGRD Enr student 
Spring 2013 1,090 40,444 34,187 31.4 25 7039 5.75 
Spring 2014 1,139 42,198 35,034 30.8 24 7303 5.78 
Spring 2015 1,190 43,368 36,037 30.3 24 7492 5.79 
Spring 2016 1,207 43,998 36,593 30.3 25 7574 5.81 
Spring 2017 1,205 43,322 35,881 29.8 25 7442 5.82 
Spring 2018 1,182 41,255 34,724 29.4 24 7125 5.79 
Spring 2019 1,141 38,068 31,985 28.0 23 6493 5.86 
 

The following breakout shows seats offered and enrolled by college to assess possible disproportionate 
effects by college. With reduced section offerings, one might expect to see a greater percentage of 
offered seats enrolled (congestion).  This is not the case at either the University-wide or college levels. 
 
Table 2:   

Total Total 
      

 
Total Seats Seats CAHSS CAHSS CNRS CNRS CPS CPS 

Term Sections Offered Enrl Seats Enrl Seats Enrl Seats Enrl 
Spring 2013 1,090 40,444 34,187 17,411 14,264 12,614 11,336 10,419 8,587 
Spring 2014 1,139 42,198 35,034 18,857 14,767 13,007 11,615 10,334 8,652 
Spring 2015 1,190 43,368 36,037 18,518 14,844 13,802 11,979 11,048 9,214 
Spring 2016 1,207 43,998 36,593 18,466 14,729 14,101 12,440 11,431 9,424 
Spring 2017 1,205 43,322 35,881 18,268 14,699 14,246 12,171 10,808 9,011 
Spring 2018 1,182 41,255 34,724 17,115 13,941 13,260 11,738 10,880 9,045 
Spring 2019 1,141 38,068 31,985 15,775 12,677 12,856 11,087 10,437 8,221 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Enrolled to Offered Seat Ratios 

  

   
Overall CAHSS 

 
CNRS 

 
CPS 

Spring 2013 
  

84.5% 
 

81.9% 
 

89.9% 
 

82.4% 
Spring 2014 

  
83.0% 

 
78.3% 

 
89.3% 

 
83.7% 

Spring 2015 
  

83.1% 
 

80.2% 
 

86.8% 
 

83.4% 
Spring 2016 

  
83.2% 

 
79.8% 

 
88.2% 

 
82.4% 

Spring 2017 
  

82.8% 
 

80.5% 
 

85.4% 
 

83.4% 
Spring 2018 

  
84.2% 

 
81.5% 

 
88.5% 

 
83.1% 

Spring 2019 
  

84.0% 
 

80.4% 
 

86.2% 
 

78.8% 

 



The following is a tally of class section counts by size intervals. Looking at main class sections (lectures), 
there have been decreasing numbers in all large capacity (75+) lectures since spring 2017. Additionally, 
the mean and median class enrollment sizes have been steadily shrinking in this time interval. 
 
Tables 3a,b,c,d: 
 
Undergrad Class Sizes (Main sections)                                        class size history 
 
                                                                                   Mean  Median 
Term           2-9  10-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-74  75-96 97-120  121 +   Total enroll enroll 
Spring 2017     60    246    326    174     99     75     29     15      9    1033   31.0   25.0 
Spring 2018     51    248    322    179    118     58     25     11      7    1019   30.4   25.0 
Spring 2019     61    268    304    126    104     76     22      5      3     969   29.1   24.0 
 

Undergrad Class Sizes by College (Main sections)                             class size history 
 
Coll  Term        2-9  10-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-74  75-96 97-120  121 + Total  Mean   Med 
CAHSS Spr 2017     35    150    184     71     25     16      9      4      3   497  26.1  22.0 
      Spr 2018     35    154    168     70     27     10      9      3      3   479  25.3  22.0 
      Spr 2019     36    139    165     49     27     20      6      0      0   442  24.5  22.0 
CNRS  Spr 2017     18     55     81     40     29     42     15     11      6   297  38.2  29.0 
      Spr 2018     12     61     83     39     44     34     16      6      4   299  36.9  29.0 
      Spr 2019     17     75     74     31     35     42     13      5      3   295  35.1  26.0 
CPS   Spr 2017      7     41     61     63     45     17      5      0      0   239  32.1  31.0 
      Spr 2018      4     33     71     70     47     14      0      2      0   241  32.4  32.0 
      Spr 2019      9     54     65     46     42     14      3      0      0   233  30.0  27.0 
 

Undergrad Class Sizes (Sub-sections only)                                    class size history 
 
                                                                                    Mean  Median 
Term           2-9  10-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-74  75-96 97-120  121 +   Total enroll enroll 
Spring 2017     16    129    287     17      2      1      1      0      0     453   21.6   23.0 
Spring 2018     17    104    291     21      2      0      2      0      0     437   21.8   23.0 
Spring 2019     14    121    250     10      6      0      2      0      0     403   21.4   22.0 
 
 
 
Undergrad Class Sizes by College (Sub-sections only)                        class size history 
 
Coll  Term        2-9  10-19  20-29  30-39  40-49  50-74  75-96 97-120  121 + Total  Mean   Med 
CAHSS Spr 2017      0      8      8      6      1      1      1      0      0    25  28.5  26.0 
      Spr 2018      2     11     13      4      1      0      2      0      0    33  24.8  23.0 
      Spr 2019      2      9      6      4      1      0      2      0      0    24  26.6  24.5 
CNRS  Spr 2017      8     98    264      7      0      0      0      0      0   377  21.6  23.0 
      Spr 2018      6     80    257     11      1      0      0      0      0   355  21.9  23.0 
      Spr 2019      4    100    222      2      4      0      0      0      0   332  21.3  22.5 
CPS   Spr 2017      8     23     15      4      1      0      0      0      0    51  17.8  18.0 
      Spr 2018      9     13     21      6      0      0      0      0      0    49  19.0  20.0 
      Spr 2019      8     12     22      4      1      0      0      0      0    47  19.6  20.0 
 

The following shows the overall percentage of main class sections that have filled each term.  This is 
using the same definition as for bottleneck classes where less than three free seats at census constitutes 
filled. Supervision and independent study have been excluded as above. 
 



Table 4: 
                                               Percent 
Term              FULL    NOTFULL        TOT  sects full 
Spring 2012        485        480        965    50.3% 
Spring 2013        474        502        976    48.6% 
Spring 2014        460        543       1003    45.9% 
Spring 2015        489        542       1031    47.4% 
Spring 2016        506        521       1027    49.3% 
Spring 2017        485        548       1033    47.0% 
Spring 2018        484        535       1019    47.5% 
Spring 2019        422        547        969    43.6% 
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